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English 

Week 1: Whatever Next. 

-Retelling a story and listing what we will take 

into space. 

 Week 2: Whatever Next. 

-Label/ naming  picnic food and  

Writing dialogue in speech bubbles  

Week 3: Q Pootle 5. 

- Naming and discussing party food and Writing a 

letter.  

Week 4: Q Pootle 5. 

- creative writing 

Week 5: How to Catch a Star. 

-Explore feelings. Focus on character feelings us-

ing adjectives. 

Week 6: How to catch a star. 

-Writing about our own star adventure.  

Week 7: Space facts 

-Making our own space facts booklets.  

Mathematics 

Big Potters will be recapping number recognition to 20 

and counting objects carefully. We will be counting 

backwards too as this was an area for development last 

term! 

We will be making patterns using shape and using posi-

tional language. We will also be reading, writing and 

reciting the days of the week. Time will also be a focus; 

linking O’Clock times to our day. 

Knowing that addition is the inverse of subtraction will 

also be an aim of the term. We will be mking number 

bonds to 5, 6 and 7.   

RE 

Our Unit of work ‘Nature and God’ will teach 

your class about how nature is important across 

religions and encourage them to make links 

between religions. 

Art 

Most of our Art will link to RE. the skills we will 

be covering this term include: Collage, oil pastels, 

painting and 3D modelling. 

Computing 

Computer Skills - Use technology safely 

and respectfully.  

 

P.E 

Write dance and Gymnastic. 

Music 

This music unit is focused around one song: 

Hands, Feet, Heart. As well as learning to sing, 

play, improvise and compose with this song, chil-

dren will listen and appraise different styles of 

South African music.  

Science  

In science we will be learning about the ‘Uses of Every-

day Materials.’ This unit will teach your class about the 

uses of everyday materials including wood, plastic, met-

al, glass, brick, paper and cardboard. Children will then 

go on to compare the suitability of different everyday 

materials for different purposes. Then explore how objects 

made of some everyday materials can change shape and 

how the recycling process is able to reuse some everyday 

materials numerous times. We will finish the unit learning 

about new discoveries which have made over time with a 

specific focus on John McAdam.  

Topic 

 Know and understand about the 

moon and space. 

 Understand what is meant by ‘The 

Space Race’. 

 Know who the first man on the 

moon was. 

 Know other astronauts including 

Tim Peake. 

 Understand the importance of 

space exploration. 

PSHE: New Beginnings 

 I know that I belong to a community. 

 I feel good about the ways we are similar 

in the group and the ways I am different. 

 I know how to make someone feel welcome. 

 I can tell you how I am the same as and 

different from my friends. 

 I can sometimes tell if other people are feel-

ing sad or scared and I know how to make 

people feel better. 

 


